OASIS is pleased to announce that the call for consent has closed [1] and, effective 15 June 2020, PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface Base Specification Version 3.0, PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface Profiles Version 3.0, PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface Current Mechanisms Specification Version 3.0, and PKCS #11 Cryptographic Token Interface Historical Mechanisms Specification Version 3.0 are OASIS Standards. TC Administration will now undertake the final tasks of preparing and loading the standard.

The ballot was held under the OASIS call for consent procedure [2]. In the ballot, each Candidate OASIS Standard received 16 affirmative consents and no objections.

Our congratulations to the members of the TC and to the community of implementers, developers and users who have brought the work successfully to this milestone
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